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This document describes the design and usage of a pilot program for calculating pressure
distributions over harmonically oscillating airfoils in transonic flow. The procedure is based
on transonic small perturbation theory, in which the velocity potential is separated into
steady and unsteady parts, and the resulting differential equation for the unsteady flow is
linearized by assuming small disturbances. The steady velocity potential distribution, which
must be obtained from some other program, is required for input. Time is not a variable in
the program since harmonic motion is assumed. The differential equation for the unsteady
complex velocity potential is linear, with spatially varying coefficients that are dependent
on the steady velocity potential distribution. The numerical solution is obtained through a
finite difference formulation and either a line relaxation solution or a full direct solution.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
This document describes the design and usage of the FORTRAN IVdigital computer
program A344. This pilot program was written as part of a continuing research effort to
develop a method for analyzing the transonic flow about harmonically oscillating airfoils
and wings.
The program uses a procedure based on small perturbation theory in which the velocity
potential is separated into steady and unsteady parts. The resulting equation for the
unsteady velocity potential is linearized by assuming small perturbations. The solution is
obtained using finite difference techniques. Boundary conditions are applied on the outer
mesh boundaries, the plane of projection of the airfoil (Le. on the slit y=O), and over the
wake (i.e. the plane vortex sheet downstream of the trailing edge). The derivation of the
equations and the application of the finite difference methods are discussed in detail in
references I through 5. The program computes the unsteady velocity potential and the
resulting unsteady pressure distributions. It requires as input the potential distribution from
a steady state transonic small perturbation program (e.g. ref. 6). Conservative differencing
is used for subsonic points and nonconservative differencing for supersonic points and across
shocks. The program uses a rectangular grid.
The solution may be obtained by using either a relaxation procedure or a direct procedure.
The procedure and routines for the direct solution, which is out-of-core, is presented by Yip
in reference 7.
Features of this program include options to:
• Analyze sections with or without thickness
• Use row or column relaxation, or use a direct solution
• Take advantage of antisymmetry for symmetric airfoils at zero angle-of-attack to
perform the solution over half the finite difference space
• Analyze flows with either subsonic or supersonic freestreams
• Obtain the pressure distributions for vertical translation, pitch and control surface
motions
A parallel program for three-dimensional flow but using only relaxation procedures is dis-

























Index of first column aft of control surface hingeline
Number of columns in mesh grid
Index of first column aft of airfoil leading edge
Index of column at trailing edge or immediately aft of trailing edge
Row index
Index of row immediately below airfoil
Number of rows in mesh grid
Transonic parameter, (l-M2)/(M2e)
Freestream Mach number
Steady-state velocity potential array
Unsteady velocity potential array
= K - ("1+ 1)(dIPO/dx)
Scaled coordinates, X =Xp ' Y = flYP
Physical coordinates, made dimensionless with semichord, b.
Ratio of specific heats
Thickness ratio or measure of camber and angle of attack
(8/M)2/3
wM/(l-M2)
Scale factor on Y fl ="I1/3M2/3p'
Steady perturbation velocity potential
Unsteady perturbation velocity potential
Angular reduced frequency (semichord times frequency in radians per second
divided by freestream velocity)
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4.0 DISCUSSION
The equations for the relaxation portion of the program of this document are fully derived
and presented in the Appendix of reference 1. The notation used in the program is for the
most part taken directly from that report. The geometry used for the program is shown in
figure 1. The direct solution portion of the program differs mainly in the form of the outer
boundry condition where out-going wave boundary' conditions are used rather than Klunker-
type boundary conditions.
The program includes four solution options:
1 Relaxation, full-space, subsonic freestream
2 Direct solution, half-space, subsonic freestream
3 Direct solution, half-space, supersonic freest ream
4 Direct solution, full-space, subsonic freestream
The relaxation procedure is an iterative process in which the solution is obtained as sequence
of relatively small problems. In the direct solution, the difference equations are solved all at
once. Generally, relaxation solutions use significantly less core storage and more central
processing time. The direct solutions use more core storage and less central processing time.
However, as noted in references 2 and 3, relaxation solutions diverge for values of A1 above
a certain critical value. This divergence severely limits the useful range ofrelaxation pro-
cedures, particularly in terms of reduced frequency at higher values of Mach number. The
estimation of the critical value of AI' which is a function of Mach number, reduced
frequency, and the dimensions of the solution space, is discussed in section 4.0 of reference 2.
The equations of fluid flow (equations 24 and 26 of ref. 1) are set up for row relaxation as:
SUBl(l,J) * !PI (I-2,J) + SUB (I,J) *!Pl (1-1 ,J) + DIAG(I,J) '" !Pl(l,J)
+ SUPER(I,J) *!P1(1+ 1,J) = RHS(I,J)
The right-hand side term, RHS(I,J), contains values from both the current and previous
iterations. For example, for row relaxation proceding from lower to upper boundary,
RHS(I,J) includes values from the current iteration for the row below the Jth row (row J-1)
and values from the previous iteration for the row above the Jth row (row J+1). For
column relaxation, the unknowns on the left-hand side of the equations are
on the left-hand side of the equations are !PI (I,J-l), !PI (I,l) and !PI (I,J+1). For the direct
solution all five 1P1 's are on the left-hand side. '"
Solutions for the direct procedure are obtained using an out-of-core solution routine. The
procedure and corresponding routines are presented in detail by Yip in reference 7,.
The program calculates the modal input data for vertical translation, pitch and control
surface motions. A separate fun is required for each mode.
4
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Figure 1 - Solution Mesh for Two-Dimensional Problem
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5.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM USAGE
5.1 MACHINE REQUIREMENTS
A344 executes on a CDC CYBER 175 or similarly compatible computer.
5.2 OPERATING SYSTEM
A344 was designed for a KRONOS 2.1 or NOS 1.2 operating system.
5.3 STORAGE ALLOCATION
Relaxation option, NVER=l; requires cm=120000 (octal words)
Direct solution options:
Half-space, subsonic freestream, NVER=2; cm=220000
Half-space, supersonic freestream, NVER=3; cm=21 0000
Full-space, subsonic freestream, NVER=4; cm=310000
5.4 TIMING
Timing is hardware- and operating system- dependent, as well as being a function of the
number of mesh points used in the finite difference grid.
The following direct solution examples were run on a CDC Cyber 175 with NOS 1.2 operat-
ing system.
1. Full-space solution, 56 x 60 mesh; 70 CPU Sec.
2. Half-space solution, 64 x 46 mesh; 12 CPU Sec. (a 64 x 23 mesh is actually calculated)
5.5 FILE I/O
. The program card of A344 is as follows:
Program TEA344 (lNPUT= 102, OUTPUT=1002, TAPE7, TAPE5=INPUT,
TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE1=1002,TAPE10=1002,TAPE9S=512,
TAPES)
The buffer sizes are given in decimal form, with the default value being 1027 decimal
(2003 S)'
5.5.1 FILE UTILIZATION
The file named TAPE1 contains one steady state velocity potential distribution (PHIO)
from a separate program. This matrix must be present for a wing with thickness (see ref. 3
and input variableMSTST).
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The file named TAPE1a is the file where the PHIl matrix is stored. If the relaxation solu-
tion procedure is used, the starting PHIl (if available) is stored on TAPEla. After a success-
ful execution of the program (using either the relaxation or direct solution procedures),
TAPE1a will contain the new PHil matrix. If an old PHIl was stored on TAPE 10, it is
replaced by the new PHIL The format for TAPE1a is described in section 5.5.2.
5.5.2 FILE FORMATS
Binary files, TAPEI and TAPEla.
The files TAPE1 and TAPElO are binary I/O files. The data on TAPEI is real and includes
the number of rows and columns, the x and y coordinates, and the steady state velocity





(X(I), 1=1, IMAX), (Y(J), J=l, JMAX)
((PHIO(I,J), 1=1, IMAX), J=l, JMAX)
The PHIO matrix is required only if the airfoil has finite thickness, in which case) set
MSTST = a. The parameters 1MAX and JMAX, and the coordinate arrays X and Yare
required in all cases.
..
The data on TAPE1a is complex with a real- and imaginary-part for each element of the
unsteady velocity potential matrix, PHIl. TAPE1a is read with the statement
READ (1) ((PHI(I,J), 1=1, IMAX), J=l, JMAX)
If the relaxation solution is being used, a previously calculated PHIl may be used as a
starting point for the new calculations by setting INC*a.
As mentioned previously the complex binary files will contain a real part and an imaginary
part for each element of the PHIl matrix.
BCD Files
The BCD files INPUT, OUTPUT, and TAPE7 follow the standard FORTRAN and system
formats for that type of file.
BCD files are those which deal with character printing or reading. A344 has three of these;
INPUT, OUTPUT, and TAPE7.
INPUT, also called TAPES, is the file which contains cards or card images. Program card
(or card image) input is fully described in section 5.7.
OUTPUT, also called TAPE6, is the file on which the program places the primary printed
information. (see sec. 3.8 and appendix)
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TAPE? is also a print file. The user may disregard it unless he is executing the program on
a terminal where the primary OUTPUT print file is to be printed later. It will print a
summary during execution telling the user·how convergence is proceeding.
Usage of TAPE? is LGO, IN, OUT, OUTPUT. (see sec. 5.6)
TAPE? was primarily used in development of the program. Terminal usage of the program
should be limited as terminal execution is usually very expensive.
5.6 CONTROL CARDS
The foHowing control cards can be used to load and execute TEA344 from permanent file: '
JOBN, T20, CM3l0000, POO.





If the relaxation solution version is to be used (NVER==l) and an existing PHIl distribution
is to be used as a starting point, a GET, TAPE1O==URPHIl0 card should be added. if PHIl
is to be saved, a SAVE, TAPE10 == NEWTPlO control card is needed.
5.7 PROGRAM INPUT
5.7.1 GENERAL REMARKS
The input to A344 i.s of two forms, disk file/tape input (binary input) and card input
(BCD input). Disk file/tape input may consist of input point locations and the PHIO and/or
PHIl distribution. An input PHIl distribution is indicated if a previously calculated PHIl
matrix is to be used to start the iteration process. If the user is starting an iteration pro-
cedure from scratch, there is no PHIl input and the initial PHIl distribution is all zeros.
The subroutine INCOND generates these zeros if MSTS == O. There is also no PHIl input if
a direct solution procedure is used. PHIO is the steady-state distribution from another pro-
gram. Ifa flat plate solution is sought, PHIO would not be input.
A description of disk file/tape formats is given in section 5.5.2 and a listing of the ~nput for
a sample problem is presented in the appendix.
The card input consists of field dependent input and namelist free field input. The field-
dependent input is defined in the format column of table 1. as a spceific field (Le., FlO.2,
AlO, 15). The namelist data will be represented in the same column by the namelist name
"PARAM."
•
It should be noted that the namelist input set is not the same for the four solution options.
The input variables ILAX, CONPXT, and CONE6 are read only for the relaxation solution,
version 1. The input variablesLW and MXRR are read only for the direct solutions, versions
2,3 and 4. Input variably ICKPRI is read only for version 2.
Some of the features of namelist input are:
1. Card field consists of columns 2 through 80.
2. List consists of a $ list-name in column 2, in our case, $ PARAM, followed by a series of
specifications continued on as many cards as required and terminated by a $ END.
3. Specifications are of the form:
a. Vname =Value
b. Where Vname is an array, Vname =Valuel,... ,Valuen. WhereVname is one of
the variable names for the list, value is the associated value(s). Value may be an integer,
a floating point number in normal or exponential form, or in the case of a logical
variable (specifically the options), of the form.
- .T. or .True. indicating true or on
- .F. or .False. indicating false or off
4. Specifications must be separated by commas. There is no comma between the last
specification and terminating $.
5. Embedded blanks are allowed except within the $ PARAM, variable name, or value.
At least one blank must separate the $ list-name and the first specification.
6. The order of appearance of variables on the card(s) is not important; the spelling is.
7. Any or all of the variables may be left out of the list, e.g., $ list-name, $ is legitimate.
This assumes, of course, that there is a legal default value associated with the variable(s)
not included in the list.
5.7.2 LIMITATIONS





1MAX =Maximum number of x - nodes (in flow direction).
JMAX =Maximum number of y - nodes (in vertical direction).
• O<OMEGA
• FSMACH< 1 For subsonic freestream option.




Note: All coordinatesand lengths,except for the location of the pitch axis,
are entered as scaled quantities,
x = Xp/b
Y = Il*Yp/b
where b is the semichord and the subscript p means physical coordinate. The pitch axis is
entered as Xp I (2b) units aft ofJeadingedge.
The scale factor 11, as well as the parametere, is undefined for the flat plate for which S =o.
The program is coded such that it will "blow up" ifS =0 is used as input. Therefore, a
finite value of6 should be used for flat plate configurations. The unsteady velocity potential
distribution will be scaled accordingly; however, the pressure coefficient is independent of
6 since it is found by multiplying the x - derivative of the potential by the factor e.
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Table t.-User Input Variables
Card number Variable name Format Description
VERSION 7X,12 Denotes version of solution to be used.
'. VERSION=1 uses the full-space relaxation.
VERSION=2 uses half-space, direct solution, subsonic
freestream.
VERSION=3 uses half-space, direct solution,
supersonic freestream.
VERSION=4 uses full-space, direct solution,
subsonic freestream.
2 Title 8A10 80-character title for this problem
3to N FSMACH PARAM Mach number
DELTA PARAM Thickness ratio
THETA PARAM Amplitude of the oscillatory angle of attack in degrees
OMEGA PARAM Angular reduced frequency
GAMMA PARAM Ratio of specific heats for flow medium
AL PARAM Chord of control surface
IMAX PARAM Maximum X node count in users mesh
JMAX PARAM Maximum Y node count in users mesh
NVOL PARAM No. of far-field updates before the volume integration is
included in the far-field calculation. Limited experience
indicates that the volume integration does not appear signif-
icant to results. The volume integration may also be sup-
pressed by setting IS = O.
IS PARAM Starting X node limit for volume integral for the wing;
currently not used. Intended only for relaxation
solutions. if IS=O, the volume integral is not included in the
farfield evaluation.
IE PARAM Ending X node limit for volume integral for the wing;
currently not used. Intended only for relaxation solutions.
JS PARAM Starting Y node limit for volume integral for the wing;
currently not used. Intended only for relaxation solutions.
JE Ending Y node limit for volume integral for the wing;
currently not used. Required only for relaxation solutions.
NMAX PARAM Maximum number of iterations to be allowed without
convergence. Required only for relaxation solutions.
NA PARAM Far-field update cycle control; updates the far~field each NA
... iteration. Required only for relaxation solutions.
ERROR PARAM Error difference. When the maximum difference between
...
PH 11 distributions of consecutive iterations is less than




Card number Variable Format Description
NP PARAM Prints pressure distribution every NP iterations. Required only
for relaxation solutions.
INC PARAM Restart variable. IF INC~O,start with the PHI1 distribution •
on TAPE10; if INC=O, start with a PHI1 distribution of zeros.
Required only for relaxation solutions.
Overrelaxation factor used for subsonic nodes to accelerate
..
ORF PARAM
convergence,1~R F<2. Required only for relaxation
solutions.
URF PARAM Underrelaxation factor used for supersonic nodes to accelerate
convergence,O <URF<1. Required only for relaxation
solutions.
MSTST PARAM When MSTST=O, a PHIO distribution from a steady-state
solution is read from TAPE 1 and used to calculate U(I,J),
When MSTSTr!O, U(I,J) is set to K and thickness effects are not
included in the analysis. This is the flat plate-analysis.
ISWEEP PARAM This variable along with ILAX determines the sequence in
which line relaxation solutions are obtained. With ILAX =°
(row relaxation): (1) if ISWEEP = 0, rows will be solved from
the upper and lower boundaries, alternating in toward the
wing; (2) if ISWEEP = 1, rows will be solved from the airfoil,
alternating out to the upper and lower boundaries; (3) if
ISWEEP = 2, rows will be solved consecutively from lower
boundary to upper boundary. With ILAX = 1 (column
relaxation): (1) iflSWEEP = 0, columns will be solved start-
ing at the trailing edge of the airfoil and moving forward to
to the upstream boundary, then going back to the trailing edge
and moving aft to the downstream boundary; (2) if ISWEEP
= 1, columns are solved from upstream boundary to down-
stream boundary. Required only for relaxation solutions.,
Default values are ILAX=O and ISWEEP=O
ILAX PARAM With ILAX = 0, the line relaxation solution procedure uses
rows of points, the points forming a line parallel to the airfoil.
With ILAX = 1, the line relaxation procedure works with
columns of points which are perpendicular to the airfoil.
Required and read for the relaxation solution only.
CONPXT PARAM Constants required for convergence of row relaxation (refs.
2 and 3) Read only when NVER =1.
IP Not used.
MXRR PARAM Maximum number block rows. Required for direct solutions
only. Default value is 29. MXRR must not be greater than 29. ..












Checkprint option parameter available only for half-space
subsonic freestream version (NVER=2). If ICKPR1 ~O,
a certain limited amount of the intermediate calcula-
tions is printed out for check purposes. This includes the
NDBLK array, the IN matrix and several of the block
coefficient matrices,WW. If ICKPR 1 = 0, this data is not
printed.
This is the LWORK parameter required by the out-of-core
direct solution procedure. (see ref. 7). The default value is
matched to the maximum permissible values of IMAX and
JMAX. (see section 5.7.2)
Selects mode shape. Use MODE = 1 for vertical translation,
MODE = 2 for pitch, and MODE = 3 for control surface
motion.
Location of pitch axis measured aft from leading edge.




A listing of the output for a sample problem using the direct solution is presented in the
Appendix.
The printed output of the program consists of an initial block of information printing back
the user's input followed by information identifying some of the program options the user
selected.
The X and Y mesh data come next, as read from either cards or binary file (TAPE!). The
mesh data are followed by the values of ca1culatedvariables, and the FU array which is the
downwash on the upper surface of the wing.
The parameter ICKPR I has been set to l, resulting in the printing of the NDBLK array
(the sizes of the matrix blocks), the IN matrix (the blocks with nonzero elements are
identified with integers), values of MXR and MXC, and several coefficient block matrices.
Next is printed a summary of the augmented matrix, and an indication of the quality of the
solution as measured by a "norm" as defined in reference 6 and the largest residual. For
example, "WW BLOCK /=4" is the block matrix resulting from putting the block matrices
6,7,8 (see IN matrix) together, Le. [61718].
Finally, the jump in pressure coefficient across the wing is printed.
A second sample problem using a relaxation solution rather than a direct solution is also
included in Appendix A. The initial parameters and mesh data are listed first as for the
direct solution. Next the ERROR is printed out after each iteration. The program also prints
out intermediate (and unextrapolated) pressure coefficients every NA iterations. The
final interpolated pressure coefficients are printed out after the solution converges or after
NMAX iterations, whichever occurs first.
5.8.2 PROGRAM DIAGNOSTICS
"SOLUTION FAILED TO CONVERGE IN - - - - ITERATIONS !ERR, JERR ERRMAXl
____, , - _" indicates the largest error found at the indicated XY node location is
still larger than the user-specified standard and that the maximul11 number of iterations has
been attained. This is found in the relaxation solution option.
"SOLUTION CONVERGED. MAXIMUM ERROR IS - - - -" indicates the user error stand-
ard has been reached. This is found only in the relaxation solution option.
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6.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
6.1 OVERLAY STRUCTURE
'j
The (0,0) overlay selects whether the solution is to be a relaxation or direct procedure.
The TEA344 program consists of a (0,0) level overlay, two primary overlays and three
secondary overlays.
,.
The primary level (1,0) overlay is the relaxation solution procedure. The (2,0) overlay selects
the particular form of the direct solution.
The secondary overlays (2,1), (2,2), and (2,3) perform direct solutions for subsonic free-
stream, half-space; supersonic freestream, half-space; and subsonic freestream, full-space
conditions.
6.2 COMMON BLOCK USAGE





























Control and calculation constants
Mach number, angle of attack and amplitude of oscillation
Modal data for boundary conditions on camber line
Functions of X and Y of the flow field mesh
Bessel function values
X and Y mesh constants
Array to determine whether column is all subsonic or contains supersonic points
Integers for row relaxation options
Volume integral constants for Klunker-type boundary conditions
Far-field integral quantities, Klunker-type boundary conditions only
Coefficient arrays required to set up solution matrices
Unsteady velocity potential array, PH 11
Additional coefficient arrays required for solution matrices
Additional coefficient array for row relaxation solution
Far-field integral quantities, Klunker-type boundary conditions only
Steady flow quantity, U = K-('Y+1) lPOx
Terms involved in evaluating the PHI1 on outer boundary; usedin relaxation
procedure only
Wake terms for direct solution
Wake integral quantities for Klunker-type boundary conditions only





Short descriptions for the various programs and subroutines of A344 are given in this
section. Routines are ordered alphabetically. Maps of the over!ay structures and the sequence
in which the programs and subroutines are used are shown in figures 2 and 3.
1. SUBROUTINE AIRFOIL
Calculates boundary conditions over airfoil.
2. PROGRAM A344VB1
Performs direct solutions for half-space, subsonic freestream condition.
3. PROGRAM A344VB2
Performs direct solution for half-space supersonic freestream condition.
4. PROGRAM A344VB3
Performs direct solution for full-space subsonic freestream condition.
5. SUBROUTINE BESNIS
Required for calculation of Bessel functions.
6. SUBROUTINE BESNKS
Required for calculation of Bessel functions.
7. SUBROUTINE CPR
Calculates the difference in pressure coefficients across the airfoil.
8. SUBROUTINE DATE
Obtain date; system subroutine.
9. SUBROUTINE DELPHI
Calculates the jump in velocity potential across the airfoil. The velocity potential is found at
the wing surface by extrapolation using values at the two points below (or above) the wing
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Subsonic Supersonic Subsonic
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Figure 3.-0verlay, Program and Subroutine Map
---~----
10. SUBROUTINE ECTCSM
Subroutines from out-of-core solution systems. See reference 7.
11. SUBROUTINE ETRDSOL
Subroutines from out-of-core solution systems. See reference 7.
12. SUBROUTINE ETSMGEN
Subroutines from out-of-core solution systems. See reference 7.
13. COMPLEX FUNCTION F
Evaluate far field function at specified outer boundary point.
14. SUBROUTINE FARFLD
Calculates Klunker-type boundary conditions on outer mesh boundaries.
15. SUBROUTINE FLWTEST
Checks column of mesh points for supersonic flow.
16. SUBROUTINE HANTRM
Evaluates 3 expressions involving Hankel functions for SUBROUTINE FARFLD.
17. SUBROUTINE HANKEL
Evaluates the complex-valued Hankel function of first or second kind for real arguement
x and integer order.
18. SUBROUTINE INCOND (INC)
Provides an initial distribution of unsteady velocity potential.
19. SUBROUTINE MATRXCF
Calculates coefficients for column relaxation solutions.
20. SUBROUTINE MATRXFL




Routine to calculate coefficients for half-space subsonic freestream solutions.
22. SUBROUTINE MATRXC3
Routine to calculate coefficients for half-space supersonic freestream solutions.
23. SUBROUTINE MESH
Routine to calculate mesh functions for relaxation solutions including Klunker-type
boundary conditions.
24. SUBROUTINE MESH2
Routine to calculate mesh functions for direct solutions including out-going wave boundary
conditions.
25. SUBROUTINE SECOND
Determines central processor time; system subroutine.
26. SUBROUTINE STDYST (MSTST)
Inputs steady velocity potential and evaluates U(I,J).
27. PROGRAM TEA344









Input for the first sample problem is for a direct solution of an airfoil in a Freon flow.
Card
No. 1 11 21
Columns
31 41 51 61
1 VERSION 2
2 SAMPLE PROBLEM, HALF SPACE, SUBSONIC FLOW







Output for the first sample problem starts on the next page.
23
VERSION 2
OUT-OF-CORE FULL DIRECT SOLUTION

































"STST=~ SO THIS AIRFOIL HAS FINITE THICK~ESS
THIS IS HALF-SPACE SOLUTION FOR FLOW WITH SUBSONIC FR£:ESTREAH
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-.7228 -.5258 -.2~OO .02511 .2228 .3636 .4641 .5359
.8207 1.000G 1.2322 105574 2.0126 2.65011
...6.2500 -4.4283 -3.1271 -2.1976 -1.5338 -1.11596 -.7208 -.478,3
-.0945 -.0315 .0315 .0945 .1826 .3061 .4789 .72118
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o. a. o. :J. o. o. a. o.
O. a. o. o. o. o. o. O.
.5084'1(+01 o. -.2 7 350':+03
-.59893E-il2 .71182:+01 o. oj. c.
O. o. o. ~. o. a. J. O.
o. o. o. c. o. o. J. O.
.12987E+03 -.12704£+02 o. ~. o. o. o. o.
o. c. o. c. a. o. o. J.
o. o. o. v • o. o. o. J.
• 14'185E+03 .12707£+02 o. c. o. J. o. c:.
o. a. c. o. c. O. G. J.
o. Q. c. 0 • .99655(+01 a. -.30383£+03 -.82873E-02
W • 13952[+02 a. 0. o. o. o. o. D.
W O. a. o. c. c. o. O. o.O. ;, . D. o. .14134,,+03
-.1270'lE+02 O. J.
o. , o. o. G. o. o. o•..
O. J. o. a. :. ~. o. o.
a. :) . n. c. .16642':+03 .12707E+02 o. ,v.
o. o. c. o. a. o. o. o.
o. c. ol. o. o. o. o. J.
.13532E+02 a. -.3133Sf+C~
-.11824E-01 .273'15':+02 a. o. o.
o. :' . " c. o. o. a~ O•..
o. o. o. O. ~. Q. o• Q.
• 16032E+03 -.1270'1:+02 o. o. c. o. o. o.
o. - a. ,. ~. o. o. o.-.
o. o. c. u. o. o. o. o•
.19896£.03 • 12707£·C2 O. ~;. o.
". o. c.o. J. ,. c. O. c. J. o.
a. J • o. ~. .38283£:+02 o.
-. '+73'+'IE+03 -.172'18E-01
• 53597"::+02 a. c. o. I; • o. c. a.
o. o. n. c. o. ., J. c.".0' •. J. 1:. ':I. • 18887£+03
-.1270'lE+u2 J. o.
a. n. o. o. J. o. c. c.
o. o. C. o. o. :!. O. ,v •
o. o. c. o. • 25086£+03 .127C7::+·::;2 c. o.
o. :J.
-.
o. o. o. c. o.
O. o. 1. ;J • C. o. o. j.
• 75035[+02 ". -.66582£+03 -.21+89'1E-01 .1C505"+03 J. o. J.
o. 1. o. J. o. o. o. G.
o. o. c. C. o. o. O. "
.23515£+03 -.1270'lE.02 ~ . o. o. o. o. 0 ..
o. o. n. o. o. (I. o. o.
o. ~ . o. D. c. O. :J • O.
• 33886E+113 .12131E+02 c. G. C. o. o.
-.
O. J. C. n. o. c. O. J.
O. ~. c. ? • .12606f+03 O. -.lu~82E+O" -.13572E-Ol
o. 1. c. O. O. O. ~. ~ .
o. o. " J:. o. O. O.
'"
.
o. {J • c. c. .331~'5E+03 -.1270~E+J2
"'XR= 11 "XC= 34
1/1/ BLOCK MATRU 1= 9
.1132~E+03 .1~821E+a2 a. o. O. 'j • o. J.
o. O. O. 0. c. c. (I. O.
O. J. o. O. (I • J. -.1'H34E+03 -. HI71E+Ol
• 2~609e:+JG o. r'. ~ G. J. a. J.-.
o. o. O. (J. 0." J. o. O.
o. o. c. o. .8:J883<.:+02 -.756~OE+n T. O.
o. o. o. o. o. O. J. 0-.
o. Q. c. G. O. O. u. O~
O. o. 0.• ~ ~. O. .l1H8E+a3 .14821£+02
O. 3. O. ;,: . c. " o. o.-.
O. o. !). c. u. o. J • o.
O. o. • 3~~52E+OO c. -.19166<':+03 -.7257~E+0l • ~8233E+OO C.
O. o. " o. ~. o. J. O.;,; .
O. o. c. ,. O. O. G. O.
o. a. .19631E+02 -.156~O£+OI o. a. o. O.
O. J. 'J .• o. o. o. J. O.
O. o. o. o. O. J. o. O.
W O. J. o. rye .10853£+03 .H821E.02 :.1. O.
~ O. o. O. O. O. o. o. O.
O. J. o. O. G. o. a. a.
.67526£·00 J. -.1875~E+C3 -.72511£+01 .94537[·+00 O. '.I. O.
O. O. O. O. G. O. O. O.
O. O. C. O. 0. O• O. J.
• 77661E·02 -.7564010:+01 O. po. o. .0"• ,. O.
O. O. C. c. O. G. c. O.
o. O. C. C. O. a. o. o.
O. O. • IJ532f.+03 .14821E·02 O• O. O. O.
O. J. a. c. i). J. O. O.
O. o. 0.: " O. O. .13235£+01 o...
-.18375£:+03 -.72568£:+t1 .18529'.·01 O. a. o. 0. O.
O. '1. O. J. o. O. 0. o.
o. O. O. O. C. o. .75522E+02 -.756~OE+Ol
O. ). O. c. O. O. O. o.
O. O. O.
-. O. C. O. ~.G. n. C. ~. o. o. O. o.
.lll436E+a.l • 14821£+02 g. ~. ~. o. o. O•
O. o. C. O. C. C. cr. O.
o. o. O. ~. .25<J41f·IH lI. -.1"491E+03 -.72513£:·01
• 36317E+Ol ~. o. !). o. O. O. O•
O. o. O. C. O. 3. o• O.
O. ;~ . C. O. • 74597£.1)2 -.75640E.01 o. 1).
n. O. O. ~. o. G. o. G.
O. O. O. 0. O. O. O. O.
O. O. o. n. o. O. .10823£+03 .14821£.02
O. O. C. C. O. O. O. O.
O. ". o. '''; . O. O. O. O.
o. o. .5(l8'H£+G1 c. -.19670£+03 -.72588£+01 • 71182£+01 o•
o. o. C. ~. o. O. G. o.
o. O. O. O. O. O. G. o.
O. O. .76545[+02 -.75640[+01 o. o. O. D.
o. ~. ~. Q. o. o. o. o.
O. o. C. O. o. O. o. D.
O. .. C. O. • 11778".:+03 • 14821£+02 O• G•
o. J. G. o. O. O. O. 0.
O. O. n. O. 0.' o. o. o.
.99655£+01 , -.22317E+O~ -.72619[+0 .13952':+02 o. o. C.J.
o. , c. a • 0.' o. c. o...
o. o. o. ~. o. o. o. o.
• 81740£+02 _ -.756"10[+01 o. o. o. o. O. ~ .
o. O. o. o. O. O. o. O.
O. O. c. r. O. O• o. O.
o. o. • 13360[+a3 • 14821[+02 o. o. a• ;"ie
O. O. u. " O. O. o. O.
o. n O. ::'I. o• O. .19532[+02 a...
-.27005£+03 -.72680[+ry1 .27345£+02 ;1. o. o. o. n..
O. o. C. O. O. O. o. O.
O. o. O. c. O. O. .89848[+02 -.75640[+01
O. O. o. O. o. o. O. o.
O. O. C. ,. o. O. O. o.
O. .. O. C. o. G. J • a.
• 15739£+03 • 14821[+02 c. ~. 0". O. O. O•
G. o. O. o. o. G. o. o.
o. o• c. o. .38283".:+02 O. -.34914E+G3 -.728G8£+01
• 53597[+n2 o. o. o. a. o. c. n..
o. o. ~. O. O. O. O. O.
o. J. o. o. ,.10014E+03 -.75640[+01 o. o.
o. o. 1'. o. o. O. o. O.
U) O. a. c. r. o. o. G. e.o. o. c. J. o. O. .19596[+03 .14821£+G2(1'1
a. o. c. o. o. o. G. o.
O. o. 0. I). c. O• o. G.
ll. o. • 15035£+02 'J.• -.48563E+03 -.73148[+.1 .10505E+03 o.
o. O. o. J. I). o. O. o.
o. O. c. I). O. o. O. o•
O. .. • 1<l986[+O3 -.75640[+01 o. o. o. O•
o. J. o. o. o. o. o. o.
0-. J. , G. o. o. o. G.~ .
O. O. c. , .27621"=+03 .14821[+02 o. o.
o. o. O. o. o. o. O. O.
o. a. o. c. o. o. c. o.
• 12606[+03 o• -.5!H61E+03 -.74379£:+01 o. o. o. o.
o. o. Q. Q. '3. o. o. o.
o. o. a. o. o. o. o. n,.
.10261F+03 -.75640[+01 -.346.1£:+01 -.37319E-)1
"XR: 11 "XC: 34
"'XR-= 11 I'IXC: ;H
MXR: 11 "Xc: 45
'4XR-= 11 '!)(C: 45
MXR= 11 'I)'C-= 45
MXR= 11 "XC: 45
,,~
"XR= 11 "XC= 3~
I1XR= 11 "XC= 34
"XR= 11 "XC= 3~
"XR= 11 "XC= 34-
"XR= 11 "XC= 3~
"XR= 11 "xc= 34-
l4XR= 11 "XC= 3'!-
WW BLOCK KATRIX 1= 22
.19060[+02 .57~38E+01 O. C. O. ~ (I • (I..:.
O. O. O. c. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. -. 3~013E+02 -.2~80~E+Ol
.2~609E+OO O. O. O. O. (I. O. O.
O. 11. O. O. C. o. C. 0.
O. O. O. O. .14-733E+02 -.3~236E+al o. J.
O. (I. O. C. c. c. o. O.
O. <l. O. c. a. o. o. o.
o. o. o. t;. !]. 9. .188~OE+02 .57~38E+Ol
O. o. a. ~. ~ o. o. o.v.
o. o. c. n. c. o. o. o.
o. O. .3"52<:+00 G. -.33993":+02 -.23199E+1i1 • 'l-1I233E+00 O.
O. o. c. c. o. o. o. O.
O. O. O. :I. O. O. o. o.
w O. O. .1'1-599(+02 -.3'1-236E+01 O. n. o. o.
0'> D. O. o. o. o. 0,. (I. J.D., a. c.• o. c. o. o. o.
o. c. c. O. :.1!l~99E+02 .57'!-38E+!:1 O. O.
O. (I. C. O. O. o. o. o.
O. ~. G.• O. O. O. J. O.
.67526f:+OG J. -.3'!-292f+02
-.23194E+01 .94537E+00 O. O. o.
o. o. O. o. o. o. o. O.
D. O. C. J. 11. O. O. J •
•_1'1-4~6f+02 -.3'1-236E+01 O. O. o. o. ,. o.
O. c. C. 1-. O. O. c. O.
O. 3. c. O. O. O. o. O.
O. O. .18181f+02 .57'1-38E+C1 O. o. a. o.
o. J. G. ., O. ~_. O. c.
O. ) . O. ~ . O. O. .13235E+01 O.
-.3550~E+02 -.231!l4E+01 .18523>+01 a. O. o. O. o.
0.• J. O. o. O. a. o. o.
O. o. c. o. o. O. .1'1-~21E+02 -.3'1-236E+01
O. .J'. C. c. a• o. o. O.
O. J. O. O. o. o. o. c.
O. o. ~. .: . O. O. :). O•
.1829'1-E+02 • 57'1-38E+01 D. o. O• o. o. o.
O. O. ,. c. O. a. O. c.
o. . o. O• .259~1F.:+01 O. -.39051E+02 -.23111E+Ol.: .
• 36317f+01 O. O. o. O. O. o. O.
O. 0. o. O. O. O. a. o.
c. ) . 0. J. .14805f+02 -.34-236E+"1 O. O.
O. (I. O. I). O. O. o. o.
"
·~
o. O. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. 0 .. ~. o. O. .19223E·02 .57438E+01
O. O. O. ~. O. O. O. o.
O. O. O. , O. O. 0. O.
o. O. .5r844E+Ol r.
-.40914£:+02 -.23161E+Ol .71182£+01 O.
O. O. O. O. O. C. o. G.
O. o. ll. O. ll. O. O. O.
O. C. .15161£+02 -.34236E+J1 C. O. O. O.
o. 1. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. J. O. O. O. O. O. a.
O. c. o. !;. .20960E+02 .57438E+';1 O. "v.O. O. O. ~. o. O. O. O~
o. O. 0". O. O. O• O. C.
• 99655E+01 ) .
-.61830£:+'12
-.23155E+Ol .13952E+02 O. o. O.
O. O. O. C. O. o. a. O.
O. J. O. O. D. O. o• O.
• 11226E+02 -.34236E+Ol O. O. O. o. ·0. O.
O. 0. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. a. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. .23328':+02 .57438£+01 O. Q. O. O.
O. O. c. O. O. O. O. O.O. O. O. O. O. O. .19532E+02 O.
-.89011£+02 -.23154E+O 1 .27345E+02 O. O. o. o. w.
o. O. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. O. o. o. o. c. .19079E+02 ,. •.34236E+01
O. o. o. o. o. O. 3. o.
o. o. O. 3. o. o. O. Q.
o. O. o. o. o. o. o• o.
• 26173E+02 .57438E+01 O. o. o. O. o. o.
o. ;) . O. 0-. o. o. O. 'J.
0'. o. O. O. .38283E+02 o• -.13899E.03 -.23157E+01
W • 53597E+02 O. o. c. o. o. o. O.
-....I o. c. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. ,. c. G. .21213E+02 -.34236E+01 o. o.
o. J. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. c. o. O. o. o.
o. o. O. o. o. o. .29420E·02 .57438E·01
3. O. o. O. O. O. o. o.
o. o. '0. ,. o. O. (I. O•
O. O. • 75035~+O2 o. -.23281E+03 -.23163E+Q1 .10505E+03 O.
11. O. o. ~. o. o. o. O.
11. O. o. o. o. o. o. o•
O. O. • 23574E+02 - •.34236E+01 o. o. o. o.
o. O. o. o. ,0. o. o. o.
o. o. O. o. O. o. O. O.
o. o. D~. O. .32796£+02 .57438E+01 O. o.
o. O. o. o. o. O. O. O.
o. o. o. o. O. o. o. a.
.12606E+03 o. -.18467<:+03
-.23167E+G1 o. O. 0. O.
o. o. o. 0. o. O. ~. o.
O. ) . O. G. o. O. ). O.
.26090E+02 -.3"2361:+1)1 -.34041£+01 -.20785E+01
HXR= 11 "xc= 45
"XR= 11 "xc= 56
"XR= 11 "xc= 45
"
1/1/ BLOCK MATRIX I= 25
O. O. O. c. o. o. o. ,-.
O. O. G. ' ... C. v. o. o.
O. 1. O. e. o. o. O. ".O. ~. O. J. O. O. O. C.
O. O. O. C. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. .; . .28.21E+01 • 233Jl5E+~1 O• ..
O. o. O. " . O. O. O. J.
O. O. !1 • ~. O. O. C. O.
O. C. -.31785'"+01 -.26719E+01 .2.609E+00 ;!. ). O.
O. O. O. O. 'J. O. o. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. C. C. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. o. a. 0.
o. O. O. D. O. O. O. O.
O. O. C. c. o. a. , O...
O. O. O. C. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. Q. O. O• C. O.
• 28366E+01 • 23385£+11 O• o. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. o. O. O. a. O.
o. O. O. O. .3'1.52E+00 O. -.35059E·01 "';.25180E+01
••8233£+00 O. O. O. O• O. O. o.
O. oJ. O. C. O. O. O. O.
O. o. o. r. O~ Q. O. o.
O. O. C. -. o. O. O. O.
o. a. o. 0. O. C. O. O.
o. a. o. C. O. J. O. O.
O. C. O. O. O. C. O. J.
O. C. O. ". O. O. O. O.
lJ· O. O. '.- . .285.2E+01 .233115E+01 O. O.
W O. D. O. O. a. o.
O. D.
O. O. O. O. O. O· • O. ,-ex>
.67526£+00 O. - •• 317.:'+01 -.252C2£+J1 .9.537E+00 o. ). D.
O. O. O. o. O. O. C. O.
O. O. O. O. D. O. O. O.
O. D. O. o. 0. O. O. O.
O. O. C. O. O. G. O. J.
O. O. O. c. O. O. O. O.
O. G. O. o. O. o. O. O.
O. O. O. l}. O. O. O. O.
O. O. 0. n. o. o. C. J.
.29167E+1l1 • 23385E+C1 O. . O• O. O. O.o.
O. D. O. O. G. O. O. O.
O. J. O. c. .13235:'+01 O. -.59359E.n -.252.8£+01
• 18529E+01 O• O. o. O. O. O. O.
O. o. O. '1. O. O. il. O.
O. J. O. O. o. o. o. o.
o. o. O~ 3. O. o. O. J.
O. O. c. O. Q. O. il. O.
Ii. o. c. o. o. o. o. o.
o. O. lI. o. O. O. il. O.
o. o. 0. l). o. o. o. o.
O. o. o. o. • 30361E+01 • 23385E+01 o• O•
o. ~. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O.
• 2594-1£+01 lI • -.910511::+01 -.253H£+Cl .36317E+01 o. a. o.
o. o. o. c. O. O. O. O.
o. o. c. c. O. O. o. o.
o. o. O. D. o. O. 9. O.
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. 0. o. o. o. o.
o. J. o. C. o. a,. o. o.
o. a. o. c. o. o. o. o.
o. 3. o. o. o. o• o. o.
• 31906E+01 • 23385E"01 o. ~. ~. o. o. o.
o. , c. ". o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. O. .508••0+01 O. -.15237E+02 -.25381E+01
• 71182E+n n. o• D. O. o. o. o.
o. o. o. J. o. o. o. o.
o. 3. c. C. o. o. J. ..
O. o. O. '1. 9. O. o. J.
o. O. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. :: . o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. J. o. o.
o. a. c. ~ .. o. o. o. o.
o. o. n. ,1. • 33.2'i[+01 .23385E+01 o• O.
o. o. c• o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. O. ti. O. O. o. o.
• 99655E+01 ) . -.21103F.+02 -.25'135E+01 .13952<:+02 o. o. o.
o. J. O. O. o. 1. O. o.
o. o. 1;. G. O. o. o. 0.
o. D. O. 'l. o.
'"
o. J.
o. O. O. c. o. o. o. J.
o. J. o. O. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. a. o. o.
O. .;.' . o. o. o. J. o• o.
o. o. :;. o. o. j). o. o.
.3'1616[+91 • 23385E+01 c. o• o. 9. G. o.
o. J. c. O. o. o• o. ,.
o. J • o. O. • 19532:'+02 o. -.50183E+02 -.25.71E+01
W • 273.5£+02 .. o. o. O• O. o.
O.
c.o O. 0. o. O. G-o O. o. o.O. o. r. • o. O. D. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. o. a. a.
o. (J • o. o. o. o. c. o.
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O.
o. J. C. C. o. o. o. o.
o. J. o. :1 • o. o. o. a.
J. Q. o. (1. .353661::+01 .23385[.. 01 o. o.
o. o. o. c. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. c. o. J. O. o.
• 38283[+02 o• -.95261""+02 -.25491E+91 .51597£+02 o. o. o.
O. o. c. o. ~. O. J. o.
O. o. o. o. o. o. 0 •. o.
o. O. o. o. o. J. O. C.
o. o. o. c. O. :J. C. O.
O. O. ~. Q. o. O. O. o.
o. o. n. " a. o. o. c.
o. o. o. J. O. J. O. o.
a. a. o. 0. J. l • o. a.
• 35736[+01 • 233R5"" .. oJ1 Q. O. ~. ). O. O•
o. o. o. o. O. l). a. a.
o. J. ~. O• .75035[+02 o. -.1R350E+03 -.25500£+01
• 10505[+03 a. c. o. o. ~. C. J.
a. o. J. c. O. Q. o. J.
O. J. J. J. O. c. -.51'13I1E+02 .12266£+02
• 46211E+03 -.11C"1\9~"C3 O. " J. J. J • J.-.
o. o. ~. .. J. o. a. o•
o. 3. o. " .219~3["C2 -.53186E-:;1 -.197~9E+03 .'17868[.. 00..
"
O. 3. O. O. O. _. O. O.
Oo 3. O. O. O= _o Oo O.
O. 3. _. O. o35869E+01 o23385E+_1 O. O.
Oo _. Co _. O. Oo O. _.
O. _. _. C. O. O. O. 3.
o12606r+03 _. -o38161E.0] -o25503E+CI -o29805E.01 -o22369E+00
ENTER ETCGP
0
SUMMARY ON THE ARGMENTED MATRIX ~
ARGMENTED MATRIX IS WRITTEN ON LOGICAL UNIT NO. ~
ORDER OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 264
NO. OF BLOCK ROWS 24
NO. OF NON-ZERO BLOCKS OF THE ARG~NTED MATRIX 96
DECOMPOSE COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND SOLVE LINEAR SYSTEM
RETURN FROM ETCG?
AN INDICATION ON THE QUALITY OF THE SOLUTION %
B IS THE ROW SUM OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX ,A,
X ANO Y ARE RESPECTIVELY THE COMPUTED AND ACTUAL SOLUTIONS OF




RESMAX= .40682£-11 IRES"= 24 JRESM= 12
MACH NUMBE~: .90 OMEGA .300 AMPlITUDE= .026
.j:>.
l'V
****** MODE 2, PITCH. PAX IS: C.QOO X/C ** ** **
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
I BELOW AIRFOIL ABOVE AIRFOIL ABOVE - BelOW x
9 . ". o. .. .':/81£+J1 -.383E+01 -.964E+00..
10 n. o. r.
-. .190£+01 -.3,.8E+01 -.864E+00
11 O. !j • o. ,.' . .1,.1E+01 -.153E+01 -.72,3E+00
12 0. C. ~ ~ . .597E+01 .187£+00 -.526£+00
13 J. . . n. , . .,.16£+01 .145£+01 -.250£+00
H O. . C. G. .39,.£+01 .186£+01 .258£-01..
15 O. C. C. O. .617£+01 .985£+00 .223£+00
16 O. C. ) . .J. .517£+01 .219£+01 .364£+00
17 O. 0. C. Q. .250£+01 .326E+01 '''64£+00
18 O. 0. ll. J. .111£+01 .310£+01 .536£+00
19 O. O. !;. ~. .131E+01 .289£+01 .601£+00
20 C. O. c. '. • 8,. 3E1+0 0 .250E+01 .693E+0021 O. ~. c. o. • "05£+00 .185E+01 .821£+00
22 0. O. G. 1. O. D. .100E+01
TIME.ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 1.645 1.553
t ;., ,i ,it
Input for the second sample problem is for a relaxation solution of an airfoil in a Freon flow.
Card
No. 1 11 21
Columns
31 41 51 61
..
1 VERSION 1
2 SAMPLE PROBLEM, AIRFOIL AT M=.9 OSCILLATING IN PITCH.

















































MSTST=] SO THIS AIRF0Il HAS FI~Ir£ THICK~ESS
THIS IS A RDW RelAX t)l.IT-IN
-2.=:tSQC -2.11'12 -1. 7B 3 -1. ';70 -1.2'32 -l.1H7 -1.3359
-.5?5R -.?"ltlC •.' "'),1 . 22~ .5,,35 .4641 .5359



























XK. EP5. XL AM, 10110 1012 ,117. 1/9,1111 .1'\3~+Jl .1' 4£+; J .2~4E .. CC • 25bE+J 0 • 359E +J.J .379'.:-;2 .219!':-Ji .704E+01









































TIHE.ELAPSED fI E (SECONDS)
RELATIVE ERROR- ST INTEGPAL
RELATIVE [RROR- NO INTEGRAL
RELATIVE ~RROR- ~~ INTEGPAl
.Ol! J:'
.~J 0:)7















































15 • 72~-a 1
N$IERRIJ_RRI_RM_X 1 T 24 1_ .8_-01
NoIERRIJERR,ERRMAXl R 24 _? .81?-01
_IIERR_JERRtERRM&XI a 24 1 _ ,757-31
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) .4_ oIG2
FARFLD ENTRY NHAW= I]
_FIMEoELAO'R£D TI=[ (S_COND_) ,55_ .;4_.
..-
NtI£RRIJERRwERRMAXI IC 24 _ .ll_-OI
N_IERR_JERRtKRRMA_L 11 2 17 ._IF-O!
NtlERRIJZRRtFRRWAXI 12 24 17 ,3_;-31
N_IERRtJ_RRtERRMAXI 13 24 14 ,3qZ-01
NtIZR_tJKRR,_RRMaXI 14 25 T .31E-01
TIMEtZLAPSED TIME (SECONg_) ,Gq2 ,163
FARFLD ENTRY NMAX= 15
CO
TIMEtELAPSED TIM_ (S_COND _) .7t9 .04 _
N+IERR+JERR,ERRMAW1 I_ 24 _ ,43F-01
N$1ERRtJZRRoERRMAXI I_ 24 _ .34E-01
NtlERRpJERRo_RRMAWI 17 24 4 e33"l--Cl
N_IE_R_JERR_RRMA_I I_ 2_ 3 .28"-01
N_IERR_JEPR_ERRMAXL 19 2_ 3 ,IGT-Ol
TIMEtELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) ,q?q .17_
F_RFLD ENTRY NMAW= 2C
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SECOND_) ,nSG ._47
N_IZRR_JERR_PR_AWI _ 2_ ? ,27r'01
NtI_RR_JZRR_ERR_aWI 21 24 16 ,15F-CI
•N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI 22 24 17 .14~-0l
N.IERR,JERR,FRRMAX1 23 24 18 .12,-01
~,IERR,JERR.ERR~AX1 24 24 18 .82E-02
TIME.ELAPSED TIM: (SE:CONJS) 1.123 .167
FARFLD fNTRY NMAX= 25
TIME.fLAPSED TIME (S,-COND~) 1.169 .046
N.IERR,JERR,ERRMAX1 25 24 19 .13£-01
N.IERR.JERR.:RRMA~1 26 2 18 .72E-02
N.IERR.JERR,ERRMAX1 27 24 18 .68E-02
N,IERR.JERR,ERRMAXI 28 24 7 .441::-02
N.IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI 29 24 19 .54E-02
TIME,ELAPSEO TIME (SECONDS) 1.337 .16B
~ FARFLO fNTRY N!lAX= 3~
CO
TIME,ELAPSEO TIME (S:CONO~) 1.383 .046
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAX1 :3': 24 '; .561:-02
MACH NUMBEQ .90 MiEGA : .060 AMPLITUDE: .026
******
MJry,:: 2, PITCH, PA~IS: C.' OJ ~/C *** •••
PRESSURE COEFFICI:NTS
'lcL'J1/ APFfJIL ABOVE AIi>FOIL AilOVE - BELOW ~
8 -.311F+Ol .llf9E+C: .310E+Ol -.1~9E+Ol .521E+:1 -.298£+01 -.96~E+OO
9 -.31~F+C1 .151F+01 .313E+Cl -.151E+Ol .6~7E+;)1 -.3~2E+Ol -.86'1E+00
10 -.27Sf"+Cl .129~+Ol .275E+Ol -.128E+01 • 5~OE+J 1 -.2'57E+01 -.723E+00
11 -.232':+01 • 13I1F+'11 .232'::+J1 -.13=[+01 .4b4E+Gl -.273E+01 -.526E+00
12 -.29~E+n .212::+01 .291E+01 -.211::+01 .j~E+01 -.~2~E+Cl -.250E+00
13 -.lt6qE-+tll .325f+01 .'171E+)1 -.321E+01 .938:: - ,)1 -.6~6E+C1 .258E-01
1'1 -.891".+01 .40RF..Cl .9t: 4E+C 1 -.399E+01 .1'lOE+02 -.8)7E+11 .223E+00
15 -.665f+Ol .199E+Ol .672E+Ol -.1811:::+01 .13~E+')2 -.387E+01 .36'1E+00
16 -.27QE+Ol .26C£+C.: .275E+0 1 -.176E+OC .553[+01 -.'136E-00 .~6~E+00
17 -.2C2E+'1 .~9CE-01 .199E+Ol .136E-Ol .If.:l::·Cl -.35~E-O1 .536E+00
18 -.159""-01 -.~3"f-01 .156E+0 1 .868E-01 .316E+01 .131E.O~ .601E+00
19 -.USE+C1 -.11::+0:: .114F.:-0 1 .128E+0: • 2~2E+01 .238E+00 .693E+00
20 -.731E+OG -.139£+00 .100f+OD .132E+): .11+~E+01 .271E+00 .821E+0)
21 -.201l[+CO -.692"'-91 .151E+00 .H7[-01 .3S0E+OO .111E+00 .100E+Ol
N,lERR,JERR,ERRMAXl 31 24 'I .'I~f-02
N.IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI .~2 2'1 3 .~'E-C2
N,IERR,JERR,fRR~AXl 33 ?3 2 .29:::-02
01 N,IERR,JERR,oRRHAX1 H 2'1 2 .28'-020
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 1.St.l .17R
FARFLD ENTRY ""AX: 35
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 1.6:'3 .O~'l
N, I ERR ,JERR ,ERRMAX1 35 2~ 1'1 .32 ':-02
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAX1 3", 2~ 7 .11":-02
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI 37 2~ 6 .18::: ..02
N,IERR,JERR.ERRMAXI 3A 23 5 .15":-02
N.IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI 39 23 4 .13E-02
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (S~CONDSI 1.7'71 .162
FARFLD ENT'lY NHAX: 4J
t " x ~
·• t.
TIME.ELAPSED TIM~ (SECOND,) 1.811 .Q4.f·
N.IERR.J~RR.ERRMAXI 4:; 24 2 .17--C2
N.IERR,JERR.ERRMAXI 41 2 3 .12":-02
N,IERR.JERR.ERRMAXI 42 2'\ 3 .93,::"-:j3
N.1ERR.JERR.ERRMAX1 43 2 18 .56:--03
N~IERR,J£RR,ERRMAXI H 24 1'; .59--03
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SEC()~m,,;) 1.979 .g2
FARFLD ENTRY NMAX= 4'"
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SECOND~) 2.::i?5 • C.!',
N.IERR.JERR.ERRMAXI 40; 2 19 .116<:-03
N,IERR,JERR.ERRMAXI 'l6 2'l 17 .5I1E-03
N.IERR.JERR.ERRMAXI 'l7 2'l III .65[-03
N.IERR,JERR.ERRMAXI '\R 23 1'1 .-4J£-J3
N,IERR,JERP.ERRMAXl 49 24 1'l .32E-03
(J1
~
TIME.ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 2.192 .11:,7
FARFLD ENTRY N"lAX= 5:
TIME.~LAPSED TIME (SECON)~) 2.231 .34:0:·
N.IERR.JERR.fRRHAX1 5" 24 ~ •• hf'-J~
N,IERR.JERR,ERRMAXI ~l ? (.~ .25--~)
N.IERR.JERR,ERRMAXI 52 ?4 1~ .26t:-;J3
N.IERR,JERR.ERRMAXI 5~ ?3 1 :; .2E-03
N.IERR.J[RR.ERRMAXI 5'l 2'\ 1 7 .19f-J3
TIME.ELAPSED TIME (S~CONn~) 2.4': C .IS 3
FAllFUl ENTRY Ni'LAX= 5S
rIME,ELAPSED TIME fS_CONOS) 2.44_ .046
NtIERRIJ_RRt_RRM_XI _ 24 19 °21_-33
NtIERR_J£RRI_RRMAX_ 56 2 IR .17E-03
NoIERRtJERRt_RRMAXI 57 24 5 .13E-03
NtIERR,JERRo_RRPAX! 58 2 _ ,88E-04
NtIERRtJERRt:RRMAXI 59 23 18 .83_-04
IIME,_LAPSED TIM{ (_CON_) 2.6C9 .165
FARFLD ENTRY NMAX= _=
TIME,ELAPSED TI_Z (SECONDS) 2.655 ._4_
NBIERR,J_RR,'RRMAXI 6C 2 2 .12_-93
o'I
..
MACH NU"'RE~ .q: ~~~GA .:)61 A~PLITUD~= .;25
>,
MOD: "' PITCH. PAvIS= 0.-::0 ~/r: * .... 1: ••
p~ESSUqE COEFFICI~NTS




g -.311~+Ol .153 '11
'I -.3121:.+01 .. 154 +)1
1J -.272i"+·~1 ..... 127 +Jl
11 -.22'1~+C1 .136 +31

























































• .,29": +0 1
.116:+:2
.1311:.::+';2



































FARFLD EIliTRY NMAX= 65
TIHE.ELAPSED TIME (SECONVS) 2.8'10 .041
N,IERR,JERR.ERR~AX1 65 24 19 .61""-04
N.IERR.JERR.ERRMAX1 6<: 2 19 .38:-04
N.IERR,JERR.ERRMAX1 61 24 (, .36£-04
N.IERR.J£RR.ERRMAX1 68 23 '1 .26""-04
N.IERR.JERR.FRR"'AX1 6" 2 6 .241'"-04
TIHE.ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 3.':'41 .161
nRFLlJ ENTRY NMAX-= r .,
TIMEoELAPSED TIME (SECqeiO _) _.]_ .3""
NwIERRoJERR_E_R_Xl 7G 24 ', .25:-0€
NtIER_wJF_Ro_RRM&XI 71 2 3 .23_-_4
NwI{RRoJ[RRp_RRMAK[ 77 2 _ .I_--G4
NIIERRoJERRt_RRM_XI 73 2 _ .19_-04
NtIERRtJ[RRoTRR_A_I _4 2 _ .1_-34
TI_EtZLAPS[O TIH_ (_TCONDC) 3.2:3 .162
FARPLD ENTRY N_AW= 7_
TIMEoELA_SED TIME (SZCONgS) _,2",6 .J:5
NtIERRwJZRm_FRRMAW! 75 ? I"I .2C=-_
N,IERRtJERRo_RRMAXt 7_ _ ? .98_-05
NwIERRoJ_RR_RRM_XI 7_ 2_ _ o_:-:_
NoIERR_JERR_FRRMAXI 7_ _ 3 .79_-e5
_olERR_JER_RRMAK! 7_ _ ? .llr-_
(.TI
/IM_.ELA_SED rIME (S£C3N_S) 3.;.3 .167
FARFLD ENTPY N_A_: q;
TIMEo_LAPSED TIM_ fS_CON _e) _.'._9 .04G
N_IERPoJERRoZRRM_XZ R) 2 14 .11--34
N_IERR_JrRR_R_AXI 81 _ I _ .9;':-3_
NtIERR,JE_RoFRRMAXI B? _ 1_ ,51--_5
N_IZRR_JERR_ZRRW_XI R_ 2 I_ ,_7"-35
N_IERRoJ_RRoIRRM_>I q_ ? ? ._1 -3 _
TTME._LAPSEO T[ _= (SFC3NO _) ].6 _I .1i =




rI~E.ELAOSED TI~E {S£CONO~} 3.720 .0-4&
~.lERR.J[RR.ERRMAXl 1\5 2 2 .S3i:-OS
~.lERR.JERR.fRRMAXl 36 2 19 .60[-OS
N.IERR.JERR.oRRMAX1 87 2 19 .tt5::-0S
~.IERR.J::RR.'RR~AXI 8P 2 17 .'15':-OS
N,IERR,JfRR,ERRMAX1 8';' 2 2 .:31E-05
Tl~E,cLAPSED TIME {S'CON~~1 3.81\5 .155
FARFlD ENTRY NlUX= 9'
TI~E,[lAPSED TIME (SEC)N~S) 3.933 .0'11\
N,tERR,JERR,lRRMAX1 90 2 S .30E-OS
..
"'
MACH NUMBER .'10 .1"EGA .:6) AMPL nUDE= .·j25











10 -.212[+Dl .12 Q f+Jl
11 -.229[+01 .136F+Ol


























































































FARFlO ""NTRY NMAX= 9~
TIME,ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) '1.11',1 .049
N,IERR.JERR,ERRMAXI "IS 2 2 • 31~-O5
N,IERR.JfRR,ERRMAX1 96 2 17 .2.JE-05
N,IERR,JERR.ERRMAXI 97 2 2 .25'-05
N.IERR.JERR.ERRMAXI ",8 2 19 .2-;""-05
N.IERR.JERR.ERRMAXI 99 2 ? .24[-05
TIME,ElAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 4.~23 .162
FARFlD ENTRY NMAll= 10:;
"
, l(
~TIME, ELAPSED TIME (S~' CON')';) 4.3o~ .: 4",
~.IERR,JERR"PRMA~1 1'- 2 1'" • 2GF"-~ '5
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI leI 2 ? .24~-n'i
N,IERR,JERR,~RRHAXI 1~2 2 19 .2":-:-05
N,IERR.JERR,LRRMAXI 1 C.3 '2 2 .19~-~'l
N,IERR,JERR.'RR~AXI 104 2 1'J .2"'~-~5
~
-
TIME,ELAPSE') TI '1~ (SEClNIJS) 4. ~J ~H .16 '
FARFL0 E~!TPY NMAX-= 1 C':1
TIME,ELAPSED TI ME (SECONDQ 4. 5.~ 3 .:::4S
N,IERR,JERR,ERR~AXI l:=~ 2 ? .IQ'"-CS
N,IERR,JERR,~RRHAXI lC6 2 H .lqE.-~5
N.IERR,JF.RR,ERR~AXI IC7 2 2 .13o.-)S
N.IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI lOR 2 IQ .1 r-G5
N,IERR,JE~R,:RRMAX1 lCQ 2 ~ .15r-~5
(.TJ
-....J
TIME,FLAPSED TIME (SECO'OS) 4.7\8 .1,,5
FARFLO ENTRY NMAX= 11:
TIM£,ELA~SED TIME (SECOW1~) 4.794 .C4~
N,IERR,JERR,ERR~AXI n: .., 1', .15'--:"
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI III 2 .., .15_~-;)=)
~,IERR,JERR,[RR~AXI 112 ? 1,) .IF-,lS
~,IERR,J(RR,ERRMAXI 113 '2 " .Hf-~5
N,IERR,JERR.ERR~AXI 1 t 4 '2 1") .14'--;5
TI~E.ELAPSED TIME (SECfJl'I"SI ", '~bJ .1o~




TI~E,ELAPSED TIM~ (SO:CONO~ ) 5.: :5 .045
~,IER~,J~RR,~RR~AXI 11<; 2 ? .130:-;)5
~,IERR,JERR,,-RRMAXI 11S ? 19 .12[-05
~,IERR,JERR,ERRM~Xl 117 2 2 .12E-05
~,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI llg 2 1~ .12£-05
N,IERR,JERR,~RRMAXI I1q 2 2 .12E-05
TIME,fLAPSED TIM, (SfCOND,) 5.168 .153
FARFLD ENTRY NMAX: 12t
TIME.eLAPSED TIME (SO-COWlS) 5.212 ., ...





.90 O"EGA = .060 AMPLITUDE= .026
J,
"ltt".* MODE ? PITC~. PAKIS= 0.000 X/C ..........
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
.176




































N.IERR,JERR.ERR"AXI 121 2 2
N,IERR.JERR,£RR"AXI 122 2 19
H,IERR,JERR,ERRMAK1 12~ 2 2
0'1 N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAKI 124 2 19(0












































































FARFLD ENTRY NHAX= 125
TIKE,ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 5.433 .04"
N,IERR,JERR.ERRKAK1 125 2 2 .'HE-06
N.IERR,JERR,ERR"AKI 126 2 19 .91£-06
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI 127 2 2 .81E-06
N.IERR.JERR,ERRMAX1 128 2 19 .84£-06
N.IERR,JERR,ERRHAKI 129 2 2 .81':-06
TIHE.ELAPSED TIHE (SECONDS) 5.593 .16~
FARFLD ENTRY NHAX= 13C
TI~E.ElAPSED TIME (SfCONOS) 5.640 .OH
~,IER~,JERR.ERRMAX1 130 2 1'1 .78E-06
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAXI 131 2 2 .76E-06
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAX1 132 2 1'1 .HE-06
N,IERR,JERR.ERRMAX1 133 2 2 .71E-06
N,IERR,JERR.ERR~AXI 134 2 19 .68£-06
TIHE.ElAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 5.8-3 .163
FARFlO ENTRY NMAX= 135
TIME.ELAPSFO TIME (SECON~S) 5.850 .047
N.IERR.JERR,ERRHAXl 135 2 2 .66E-06
N.IERR,J·RR.ERRMAXI 13<; 2 1'1 .64'0-06
N.I[RR,JERR,~RRMAXI 137 2 2 .62E-06
N.IERR,J£RR.ERRHAXI 13'1 2 19 .60E-06
N,IERR.JERR.ERRMAXI 139 2 2 .57£-06
0)
0
TIME.ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 6.016 .166
FIIllFLO ENTRY NM.~X= HO
TIME. ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS) 6.062 .046
N,IERR,JERR,ERRMAX1 HG 2 19 .56£-06
N.I£RR,JERR.~RRHAXI HI 2 2 .54E-06
SOLUTION CONVERGED. MAXIMUM ERROR IS .5368£-06
P.ESMAX = .30906E-01 I = 24 J = 2





MACH NUMR£R = .9' OMEGA .e5C AMPLITUDE= .025






















































































































TfME.ELAPSED TI~E (SFCONDS) -0.1 !5 .02?
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